PRESS RELEASE
LUXOR SOLAR IS VOTED THE “TOP BRAND PV” FOR SOLAR MODULES
Installers rate Luxor Solar as one of the best brands in Belgium
Stuttgart, 20 May 2019 – Based on EuPD Research installer surveys in the fields of brand awareness,
customer's choice and distribution, Luxor Solar is one of the top PV brands for solar modules in Belgium.
Thanks to the special services offered by the company, it was awarded the EuPD Research “Top Brand PV”
seal.
In an independent survey conducted by the German-based market researchers and pollsters EuPD,
installers from Belgium gave top ratings to Luxor Solar in the brand awareness, recommendation and
distribution categories. The Premium Seal is only awarded to companies rated above average by installers
in comparison to the competition.
Luxor Solar therefore belongs to the group of top global brands entitled to display the seal. “We are very
proud of this award because we consistently focus on the needs of our customers in all markets. The fact
that we are now one of the top brands for the first time shows us that our business is on the right track.
Our customers’ satisfaction is for us confirmation and motivation at the same time,” states Volker Leh,
Managing Director of the Stuttgart-based module manufacturer.
In order to create greater transparency in the supplier market, in 2010 EuPD Research developed a
methodology for the independent evaluation of suppliers in the PV industry in the form of the seal. The
industry seal is awarded on the basis of a multi-level analysis. The evaluation is based on qualified
statements from installers and independent primary data gathered as part of an installer survey. The Top
PV Suppliers seal acts as an independent guide for manufacturers and end customers alike.

ABOUT LUXOR SOLAR
Since 2004, Luxor Solar has been manufacturing brand solar modules in top German engineering quality.
The company attaches especial importance to longevity, reliability and strict standards with 100% quality
control. This is also true of their licensed partner production sites in Asia and Europe, which sustainably
produce Luxor modules.
With an annual production capacity of 800 MWp, the standard Eco Line 60 and Eco Line 72 modules are
used reliably in more than 70 countries. The full-service provider also develops and produces modules for
individual customer requirements. Since 2015, Luxor Solar has offered the Secure Line, the first glassglass module, that uses the same technology for edge sealing as is common for windscreens.
For more information go to: www.luxor-solar.com
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